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kkContinue to confer with students as they finish their work.  If you haven’t 
found a student to spotlight for a share you’ll want to try and find one now.   

Inverted Workshop Planning Guide 

Teaching Point 

Launch 
Activate prior 
knowledge & set the 
context for the 
problem/work 

Task Materials Needed 

Anticipating Struggle 
Questions to Prompt Student Thinking 

Mid-Workshop Stop 
What’s working for you? 

Debrief Questions 

Mathematicians understand that every number is composed of 10s and 1s.  

Mathematicians, we have learned so much this year in first grade!   
Now that we only have a few more weeks of school left, we’re taking time to go  
back and get better at things that are going to be the most helpful and 
important for us to know in 2nd grade.  One thing that’s going to be so important 
for us to know as 2nd grade mathematicians is place value.  We know that every 
number is composed of digits, and we know that the order of digits really 
matters.  Today, mathematicians, you’re going to be working on this problem.  
(Read task.) I’d like for you to take 15 seconds with your partner to make a plan 
for how you’re going to attack this problem when you go back to your space. I 
heard some great ideas!  Are there any mathematicians that want to share their 
plans?  (Take about 2-3 ideas) 

Neveah and Calvin are playing a game and each of them win  
a prize.  Neveah gets a bag marked “24 pretzels”  and  
Calvin gets a bag marked “42 pretzels”.  Neveah says, “Yes!   
We both got the same amount!” Is Neveah right?  How do you 
know?  Explain your thinking 

k recording sheet 
k snap cubes, 10s 
trains, 1 cubes 
k pencils, crayons 

What is the question really asking me?  What is my job 
today?   
Are these two numbers the same?  How do you know?   
How does counting help you solve this problem?   
How can you represent these numbers? 
Where did you show that in your picture? 

Mathematicians, who’s found an idea that’s really working 
well?  Remember, friends, I don’t want you to share actual 
answers that you’ve found; just strategies that have been 
working well for you. 
  

Mathematicians, what is the answer to our problem today?  IS Neveah right?  (No.)   
Great!  If you got that answer you can kiss your brain.  But really the answer isn’t  
important.  We want to talk about HOW we solved this problem.  So are there any  
mathematicians who can tell me how they solved this problem today?   
(Pull 2 students who modeled in different ways for sharing/demonstration; Max 7 mins.) 
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Thank you! 
 

Thank you so much for downloading this product!   
I hope it is helpful to you and your students!   
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